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QUANTIZATION AND SYMMFTRY
IN PERIODIC COVERAGE PATTERNS

WITH APPLICATIONS TO EARTH OBSERVATION

Joseph C. King
Goddard Space Flight Center

Abstract

Analytical approaches based on an idealized physi-
cal model and concept: from number theory show that in
periodic coverage patterns, uniquely defined by their
revolution numbers R (oroital) and N (rotational), the sub-
nodal points are earth-fixed, and they divide the equator
into R equal segments c , length s. The ascending sub-
satellite trace crosses each point once (only) each period.
The descending subnodal points coincide with the ascend-
ing points if the integers N and R have like parity, and
bisect the intervals between them if opposite. The inter-
val between consecutive unidirectional crossings is Ns.
Symmetries extend the equatorial results to all parallels
of latitude. Complete periodic patterns of traces exhibit
an overall symmetry, with trace intersections confined
to discrete coordinate values which are quantized in
longitude (basic s-unit) and symmetric in latitude.

.For a given inclination.

Introduction

The increasing use and importance of earth-oriented
satellite applications, together with the expanded demands
being placed on satellite functions and observing modes
by the variety of uses to be served, emphasize the need
for effective approaches to mission analysis and design.
A major element of this technical requirement falls in
the area of orbit coverage analysis–the determination of
geographic areas viewed by a satellite as a function of
time, for various choices of orbit parameters.

Although the overall geographic coverage of satellite
sensors depends on their viewing angles, the more basic
element in determining such coverage is the ground track
or nadir trace of the satellite. It is this latter area, the
"orbit-coverage problem", which is the subject of this
paper. By employing a simplified physical model and in-
troducing analytical approaches derived from basic
number theory, some basic and general properties , e
developed which clarify the general problem of orbit-
coverage analysis, and which have immediate application
to current mission design problems.

Basic Nadir Trace Definition

In its most basic form, the orbit-coverage problem
reduces to one of anal yzing the behavior of the nadir trace
of a circular-orbiting satellite on a uniformly rotating
spherical earth. Such a trace, in one orbital revolution,
takes the general form of the curve labeled ",," in Figure
i. Without earth rotation, the trace would be more elon-
gated, like curve >,', traversing the full 2 - angle in lon-
gitude. The longitude difference is designated ',0, which
is determined

A	 T - 21-	 (1)

I Designated "5" in Reis. 1 and 2•

-
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where - $ = _ - ` , the earth rotation rate relative to the
orbit node

T = period, orbital

	

D„ = 2" the "nodal day" s	 (2)

= earth rotation rate (inertial)

= rotation rate of orbital line of nodes

Although the two curves resemble sine waves in the
distorted planar representations of Figure 1, they actually
have the forms, obtained via Napier's rules in spherical
trigonometry,

	

csin" ;tan¢•}	
(3)tan i J

and

sin-'  I lan :=1
\ta	 (4)n it

where f = orbital inclination (and trace "amplitiOW11

As noted on Figure 1, A^ , is also referred to as the
"step," because the subnodal points (1, 2, 3 ... in Figure
1) appear to step uniformly around the equator–always
westward in equal steps.

Coverage Periodicity

It is helpful now to consider the conditions for cover-
age periodicity, which is of major interest both for ana-
lytical and practical (re-viewing) reasons. The basic
condition for periodic coverage is that the nadir trace
return to a previously traversed path after some definite
period of time, after which the previous pattern is re-
traced, and so on indefinitely. In terms of Figure 1, if
the series of subnodal points 1, 2, 3.... were stif .hat
the nth member coincides with the origin, the result would
be a "one-day repeater."

More generally, an N-day repeater can be represen-
ted analogously by repeating the equator N times in a
continuous line, and requiring that the Rth subnodal point
fall on the Nth repetition of the origin (end of the Nth day).
This representation is illustrated in Figure 2. It is e-
quivalent to viewing the equator as a continuous arc pas-
sing under the ascending node, with the arc measure
accuni" 'I.tir,; '_nde:initely instead of resetting to zero
after each earth revolution. In practice, the required
coincidence (of points N and R) is obtained by adjusting
the orbital period so as to produce exactly R revolutions
In exacth, N nodal days, I. e.,

D AN = RT	 (5)

2 Designoted "Q-doy" in Ref. 1.
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Figure 1. Basic Trace Geometry.
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I. ipre 2. Divisions of Extended Equatorial Arc.

Since the revolution numbers N and R are restricted
to integral values, Equation (5) tends to limit the orbit
period T to a series of discrete values (Ref. 3). This is
true when considering periodic coverage orbits with
periods of reasonable durations, say up to a few months.
In theory, however, the numbers N and R are unrestric-
toEl in uositive ma gnitude, so their ratio N/R, and there-
fore T, can be considered continuously variable. The

coverage patterns also can he considered discrete or
continuous, depending on the interpretation given to the
ratio N/R.

Integration of Periodicities

It is instructive to note in Figure 2 that the N-fold
equatorial arc is evenly divided in two different •says:
into N equal parts and aiso R equal parts. This observa-
tion suggests the question: A'1••at is the simplest single

division mude which includes l,ot'h the N-and R-fold
divisions?

This question is analogous to a more fundamental
question in basic number theory: What is the smallest
number divisible by two integers (It and NJ 7 The an-
swer, the least common multiple of R and N, is unique,
and it is just RN if R and N are relatively prime, i.e., if
they have no common factor.' They are in fact relatively
prime In this case because of the tacit assumption that
the N, R coincidence iR the first volneWence along the
extended are in Figure 2. Any earlier coincidence, say

^Nor* Ihot nsertion or renovol of a Common (attar in N and R has

the I nd effect of multiplying Equoi an 15) by a constant. Only

`he ratu o W R is effee t ive in specifylno T, the single Patton-
determining variable (for a given 0

after N/m days, would define an N/m-dad' repeater (with
R/m orbital recolutionsl, making th-- livpothesized N-day
periodicity redundant (just the m-th N/m-day cycle).
Similarly, any > N-day periodicity observed would repre-
sent redundant multiples of the actual N-day period. Thus
the RN-fold division, like the l.c.m. entity i • 'elf, is
unique. In practical application, the uniqueness require-

ment is met simply by assuring that only relatively
prime N,R pairs are considered ( cf., References 1 :uid 2).

Consequences in Subnodal Point l.oent ion

The basic consequence of the above line of reasoning
is that the resulting NR - fold division of the N-fold ex-
tended equatorial are implies an R-told division of the
equator, because NR/N = R and all the "equators" repre-
sented are alike, Including the physical equator. This
important result is stated more generally as follows

1. For an ide^lizei periodic coverage circular
orbit characterized by R orbital revolutions
per coverage period of N' nodal da ys Mand N
are Intefrers), the 11 ascending (or descending)
subnodal points are earth -fixed, and they divide
the equator into it equal iiegments of arc length
( in earth radii) or subte:x;ed angle a = 2fr/R
Also:

:1. Fac• h of the fixed Rubnodal points is intersected
once and only once ( in one direction) Iny the
nadir trace during each N-day period.

III. The interv al between consm-utive subnodal point
crossings in one direction (the step) is Ns.

These results are illustrated in Figure 3, which shows
the right-hand end of Flgtire 2 enlarged with the new in-
fermatlon added.
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Figure 3. Equal Division of Equator into Basic s-Units by R Fixed Subnodal Points

Figure 4. Relative Location of Opposite Node.

Result II relates to the previous discussion regard-
ing the relative primeness of N and R. Any second trace
over a given subnodal point during one coverage period
would define 2 new, shorter period, violating the initial
hypothesis. And since It revolutions each period are
required, all of the It points must be crossed. Result III
can be inferred on inspection of Figure 2: The NR divi
sions (s-units) must be traversed in It equal steps, so
each step (! ) is NR/R = N s-units. This result is
compatible with the statement in Reference 2 !o tb.-
effect that there arc N-1 subse,;ucnt crossings of the
Ns interval during the, remauide ,- of the cycle.

LAwatiori of ")posite Subnodal points

The discussion so far has pertained to suhnodal
points defined by equator crossings of the nadir trace in
one direction. The results apply equally to either
ascending or descending subnodal points, 'tut as yet have
not related opposite or "mixed" subnodal point locations.
This latter subject can he developed by applying the
above new lnform:dinn to Figure 1, as reflected nrnv in
Figure 4.

The longitude units shown in Figure 4 are the 1,asic
s-units defined above, It of which are contained in the
full equator. Since the step (" ), ) contains N of these
units, the ascending node spacing (the "wavelength") is
R-N. Then the intervening descending node is (R-N)/2
units from either adjacent ascending rule, by symmetry.

Since R and N are integers, R-N will he an integer,
either even or odd, if It and N have the manic parity (both
even or ImAh odd), R	 will be even, making(R-N)/2 inte-
gral. This condition will place the descending node Rn
Integral number of s-units from the ascending node, a
location which must coincide with another of the It
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ascending subnodal points. If R and N have opposite par-
ity, (R-NI/2 Mil be an integer plus 1/2,causing the de-
scending node to fall midway between an adjacent pair of
ascending node locations.

Thus the descending subnodal points will coincide
with the ascending po!nLa if N and R have the same parity,
and will bisect the !n.erval between the aseerdhig points
if N and it have opposite parity. ; he Istsic relationships
involved are summarized in "!able I. The (R + N) varia-
tion pertains to retrograle orbits, as explained in the
next section.

Ta!tle I
Opposite Node t .ocatior Key

Ascending-
R + N	 Descending

R, N Parity	 R N	 2	 Node
Relationship

Same	 Even	 Integer	 Coincident

Opposite	 Odd	 Integer+ 1/2	 Intermediate

Retrograde Orbits

The nadir traces of retrograde orbits (1> r /2) are
similar to those of direct orbits and can be analyzed sim-
ilarl

'
, The essential difference, a !irection reversal in

the longitudinal component of motion Ito westward, taken
negative), transforms the -' curve Figure 1 to its image
in the : -axis, as shown In Figure 5. It now terminates at
-R, and the (-N) step, prwluced b% earth-node rotation,
now Increases the total longitudinal displacement during
one orbital revolution to a magmitude of 111 + N) instead
of (R - N).
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Figure 5. Retrograde Trace.

Note however that the step is still -N s-units (west-
ward), mid, while the traces are elongated wid reversed,
the general pattern-forming properties are unchanged.
The relationships of Table I still hold, because they are
not affected by the substitution of -R for R. For genet.'

ity, the longitudinal displacement can now be written
or, when referring to its magnitude or "wave-

length", the general expression becomes IiR-NI = R T N.

Complete Patterns

Having determined the essential properties of single-
revolution traces and their extended patterns of subnodal

points, it remains now to examine the general character-
istics of completU , full-period patterns of traces. Since

these patterns fall basically into two categories (Table I),
it is desirable to examine both types and compare. In the
discussion which follows, the two categories are desig-
nated "Coincident" and "Intermediate," according to the

relative position of their opposite sets of subnodal points.

1nturntediatc-Type Patterns

A representative intermediate-tvpe pattern is illu-
strated in Figure G. This particular pattern is associated
with the characteristic revolution numbers N = 3 and
R = 26, of opposite parity as required for an intermediate-
t •pe pattern. Note the alternating (intermediate) place-
ment of opposite subnodal points.

to
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The most notable feature of the pattern is Its overall
symmetry, pnrticularly In the pattern of Intersections.
The Intersections occur at discrete values of the coordi-
nates, both in longitude find latitude, forming a rectangu-
Inr grid of intersection coordinate lines. The intersec-
tion meridians are spaced 1/2 unit (9/2) apart, and are
placed at integer f1/4 locations between the integer
meridians (containing the ascending nodes).

The quantized longitudinal placement of the Inter-
sections results from the basic symmetry of the ascend-
Ing and descending traces. F.nch intersection is fit the
peak of n symmetric arch, the banes of which are de-
fined by !atdmodal points.

The spacing of intersection latitudes decreases*
«ith distance from the equator, about which the pattern
u. intersection latitudes is symmetric. Note that the
intersections, and in fact all corresponding points (same
"phnse") along any adjacent pair of traces, are spaced
longitudinally at the basic quantized interval s (one unit
on the dingram). It follows th em that all parallels within
the pattern are oqually divided, like • the equator, Into R

Relationships for calculating the serves of intersection latitudes
are given n Appendix I.

s-unite (ongular) by the ascending traces, and again
separately by the descendl.tg traces (separately except
whon the two sets intersect on a particular parallel).

Thus a regular, symmetric pattern exists, quantized
in longitude and symmetric in latitude. The principal
quantitative parameters of the pattern of intersections
lire given in Table 11.

Coincident-Type patterns

The corresponding properties of the ci ' eident-type•
pattern (Figure 7) are generally predictable at this stage.
The opposite nodes coincide, as determined by the like
parity of the revolution numbers N = :1 and It = 23 (both
odd). The intersection h -igitudes are spaced at s/2 in-
t^r.als as before, but in this pattern type they are located
on the integer and integer + 1,12 meridians. The Inter-
section latitudes occur in a pattern similar to the previ-
oua ease, except here there is an additional line of inter-
sections on the equator. Otherwise, the coincident and

intermediate-t ype patterns ha%e similar characteristics.

Table II provides a comparison of their quantitative
parameters. The secondary classification of the coinci-
dent patterns, by (R + N)/2 even or aid, determines

Table II
Intersection Pattern Characteristics

Intermediate I'attcrtat
It s N Odd)

Coincident 1 rtterns
* fit	 •	 N liven)

It	 N It	 NOdd; Even^

longitudinal

Locati•n of Intersection Meridians Integer t q	 Integer and Integer 	 2

total ( k, = 0 - 2-) 2It
Number of Intersection
1lericllans	 per wavelength It = 0 -'1') I	 20t + N)

K s N	 it = N_Integer:	 12	 2
Number of Intersections per Meridian

Its N-1
2 R` N -	 it	 NInteger + 2;	 1 2

Number of Trace Crossings per Meridian It =	 ::

Latitudinal

Symmetric about equator, decreasing interval
Location of Intersection parallels ( Compute. Appendix 1)

Number of Intersection Parallels H s N - 1

Number of Intersections per Parallel It

Number of Trace Crossings per parallel
(non-interseciun parallels) rlt

Use rernus for direct (i " r•!1) and plus for r.t,og •odo (i > !T '21 orbits. R 7 N (- 	 p - N ) is used here instead of
t R - N to 9—e positive values to basically positive quantities.
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Figure 7. Complete Coincide sit -Tylx • Pattern.

whether.- the exlreine latitude points fall on integer or in-
teger 4 lt2 meridians, respectively. The Figure 7 pat-
tern is in the even (Intoger meridians) categorv. Note,
that the altt •rnaltnq numtx:rs of ntersections per meridian

In the coincident patterns give an average value trqual to
the single number for the Intermediate pattern.

Summary

h) way ul summary, Ux principal factb develtped
herein are restated below in abbreviated form. For a
pariulir_ cov rage pattt rn fefinr d • I,v its revolution
numlxtrs N ono It-

s The R ant-ending lot descending) subnodal points
sire uurth-fixed, and they divide the equator into
R equn l segments s- 2 '/R

• E:%ch of the fixed suhnotial imints Is intersected
nnco and ta)ly care (in one directinni b^ the nadir
lr:,ce during each N-duy period

• The intorval tictween rtnsec •utive subuudal point
crossings is N • a

• The twn npimalte sets of subniothiI pttinto (aaeend-
ing and de,;cendlr>};) coincide it N and R have the
shine parity and alternate (spaced s/2) If N and R
hoc o opposite parity

is All par-01-1a of Latitude %ittilu the paticro are dl-
vi&d equally tatss the singular it-units by each set
of trnov a russings ( ahvt r uin,, 1uu1 descendmKII

• All trace Intera t 'uonR 047-fir nn a dlscretc set of
morldluns which Is evenly stared and quantlzed uy
lhc- basic s-•snit

Un,pwly, for any anon tncimatm,,

• All trace interseetfons occur sin a di:- reto net of
parallels which is symmt •tric about the t^lualur
and spaced at inler• als which: decrease Ath lati-
tude

In overv iew, the above analysis has defintj a sys-
tem of basic anti Keneral prol)ertier by which idealized
periodic coverage patterns can bx , characterized, clas-
sified, and delineated. The principal common features
of these patterns are their lottgitrulir 21 gtuantization, de-
tormined by the revolution numhor le, and theft overfill
symmclry.
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Appendix 1

Determining Discrete Intersection Latitude Levels

As noted earlier un • Icr Intermedlate-Type Patterns.
each truce intersection is at the peak of a Fvmmetric

arch, illustrated by the solid lines in Figure S. The tinge
vertices are cb •fineel by subnod al points, which rtccur at

	

Integer locations (s-units) on coincident patt n 	 ;nil tit
integer and integer + 1/2 locations on Intermediate pat-
terns,

4^	 I	 \
^	 I	 \

^	 I	 \

/	 I	 \
/	 I

/	 I	 ^

!	
I	 A	

rl	 -	 --

Figure 8, Intersection location Geometry.

Referring to Figures a and 7 and Table 11, it is ap-
parent that the series of longitude increments, 

%1 
, for

the two pattern t yIxs are as follows (in s-units): 

Intermediate pattern: 	 ! i 4 1 ^j - 1 2 1	 R.N-1)

1 3 5	 N+N-2
4' 4' 4	 4

Coincident luuttern:A. i
=; Ij=1,2,3...

= 2. 1. 2. .. R 7	 - 2

The above series cover only the northern half ((R • N-1 ► /
2 values of J Instead of R 7 N - 1 per Table 11) of the full
latitude range, since the patterns arc ::y nn ic •tricaI alma
the equator, anti lhv sumo numerical values of latitude
will appl y north and south. In addition, the "fable it nurn-
ber is reduced be fir• in the coincident case because one
of the intersection parallels Is the equator.

In applying the above values t o flnllm: corresponding
values of : e In Figure S. note tha: the solid-line arch is
nut subject 10 spherical trigonometric solution because
the traces (r•, :) are not circles, having Ireen modified by
earth -node rotation. The dasher] curves, however, cor-
responding to the non-rotating model, are great circles.•
Then the dashed right spherical triangles can be solve]
for the desired latitudes 1 s ,. l .red on the known reries

As in Reference 4 analysis. This distinction illustrate ► an essential
difference herein from Rrference4 and related corker stud,as, in rh.ch
longitudinal coverage is obtained us-fig multiple satellites diswltuted
to fight ascension. That configuration permits  genvol,sed treatment
of longitudinal elfects without reference to specific ground traces and
earth-fr n ed coordmays.
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of longitude segments ' el , By Equations 12), (3), (4), and
(5):

Ae1 =A^ i - ,*t

St

N ;r	 16)
R n a

Equation (ti) results from the circular orbit relativaship
2 , UT =	 , The "nonrotating" longitude increment A*)
in Equation (G) can Ire expres8cd In terms of 	 by ap-
plyhig Napicr' s rules to Figure M. modifying Equation (G)
to:

• sl	
t All"(470% a t wn (7 )"a1 ) - k ..%

t 

Substituting the known values of N e (above) Into
Equation (7), it can IK• solved (numerically) for	 which
in turn y ields the denlrcd :., values via an addittnnal ap-
plication of Napier's rules to the dashed right triangle In
Figure 8:

4.1 = •in" ] (sin i sin d^ i )	 (8)

Appendix 11

Nomenclature

81 mboI lx4inition

Dn noaL't l dny (D	 - 2	 /	 . )

i orbital inclination (and trace "amplitude")

N number of nodal days (D„) per coverage
ik riod

Q orhital revolutions pr r (U.% (Refs. 1 and 2)
!Q1 integral part of Q

it nuunlxr of orbital revolutions per coverage
period

a fuas:e Inngitudinr.: unit (n . 2 "/R)
t time variable
T orbital pcI Lod

' orbital displacement angle (measured from
ascending node)

A longitude coordinate

Kit
coordinate in nonrotating model

Ah longitude displacement between consecutive
subndal points in same direction (the "step")

0 latitcrth• coordinate

	

ry	 earth rotation rate (Inertia))

earth rotation rate relative to satellite orbit
line of nodes

	

fl	 rotation rate of satellite orbit line of nodes

Subac•ripts

aA^^ -

	) 	 free index

	

x	 Inter section


